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Abstract 
 
The languages of the world differ in their use of intrinsic, relative, and absolute reference 
frames to describe spatial relationships, but factors guiding reference frame choices are not 
yet well understood. This paper addresses the role of animacy and linguistic construction 
in reference frame choice in English and Spanish. During each trial of two experiments, 
adult participants saw a spatial scene along with a sentence describing the location of an 
object (locatum) relative to another object (relatum) that was animate or human(-like) to 
varying degrees. The scene presented two possible referents for the locatum, and 
participants decided which referent the description referred to, revealing which reference 
frame they used to interpret the sentence. Results showed that reference frame choices 
differed systematically between languages. In English, the non-possessive construction (X 
is to the left of Y) was consistently associated with the relative reference frame, and the 
possessive construction (X is on Y’s left) was associated with the intrinsic reference frame. 
In Spanish, the intrinsic interpretation was dominant throughout, except for the non-
possessive construction with relata that were not anthropomorphic, animate, or human. We 
discuss the results with respect to the languages’ syntactic repertory, and the notion of 
inalienable possession. 
 
 
Keywords: spatial cognition, animacy, reference frames, perspective choice 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Functioning in space is important for the survival of every species. For humans the 
importance of functioning in space is reflected in a rich and complex repertory of spatial 
language. How humans make use of this complex repertory is of special interest to 
linguistics in general and Cognitive Linguistics in particular (Zlatev, 2007). According to 
Carlson and Covell (2005), the most typical goal of spatial language is to inform somebody 
of the location of a certain object, and the most effective way to achieve this goal is to 
describe that object’s position in relation to another object whose location is known. 
Following Tenbrink (2011), this paper uses the terms LOCATUM for the object that needs to 
be LOCATED, and RELATUM for the object that the locatum is RELATED to in order to describe 
its position. So in The cat is in front of the house, the cat (locatum) is being located in 
relation to the house (relatum).  
To locate objects, speakers draw on three different types of spatial frames of reference 
(Levinson 1996; 2003), which allow us to describe spatial relationships between a locatum 
and a relatum based on a perspective (intrinsic or relative frames of reference) or based on 
a stable directional system (absolute frame of reference). In an intrinsic frame of reference, 
the perspective is provided by the relatum’s intrinsic features, as in The cat is in front of 
the car, where front refers to the front part of the car, or The cat is in front of me/you, where 
the speaker or hearer serves as relatum and also gives the perspective. In a relative frame 
of reference, the speaker’s and/or listener’s perspective is used rather than the relatum’s 
intrinsic features, as in The cat is in front of the table from my point of view; here the table 
as relatum does not have (nor need) an intrinsic orientation or perspective. Absolute frames 
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of reference rely on some kind of directional system provided by the interactants’ culture 
or environment (e.g., compass directions), as in Brighton is south of London. 
Over the past decades, cross-cultural research has identified various factors affecting 
choice of reference frames. In some cultures, people are constantly aware of the actual 
(absolute) directions in space, as if they had an inbuilt compass; and some cultures do not 
seem to use a relative reference system at all (Danziger, 1996; Gaby, 2012; Levinson, 
2003). However, the preferences and choices of reference frames in cultures that use all of 
the three kinds are still poorly understood. The need for a closer look at factors pertaining 
to the situation and context in which a spatial reference frame is used, rather than 
overarching cultural ones, has been repeatedly emphasised, as different studies tend to 
reveal different preferences within a culture (Tenbrink, 2007). Such factors do not have to 
be situation-specific; languages often exhibit grammatical and/or usage patterns based on 
more generic features, such as animacy, dynamics, schematicity, and the like (Talmy, 
2000).  
In this paper, we compare the relative impact of object properties such as animacy and 
choice of syntactic construction on spatial reference frame choices for the lateral axis (i.e. 
left or right) in English and Spanish. These languages differ with respect to the syntactic 
constructions available for spatial reference. In addition, both languages have structures 
that are affected by animacy (see Section 1.3). Here we ask to what extent animacy and 
related features of the relatum influence perspective choice (and, thus, reference frame 
selection) in differently worded spatial descriptions in these two languages. Consider 
statements (1) and (2): 
(1) The ball is to the right of the chair. 
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(2) The ball is to David’s right. 
[Insert Figure 1 here] 
There are two possible interpretations for each statement, as shown in Figure 1. These 
interpretations depend on whether the speaker keeps his or her own perspective (i.e. uses 
the relative frame of reference; see Figure 1, left) or adopts the relatum’s perspective (i.e. 
uses the intrinsic frame of reference; see Figure 1, right). Intuitively, for some speakers, 
the version on the left may be more suitable if the relatum is inanimate and a non-possessive 
construction is used as in statement (1), and the version on the right would be preferred for 
a human relatum that is referred to in a possessive construction as in statement (2). Part of 
the reason for this intuition is that chairs, unlike humans, arguably do not have very clearly 
assigned intrinsic left and right sides, which makes the relative reference frame more 
reliable. In fact, even when the relatum has intrinsic sides, producing and interpreting 
spatial descriptions dealing with the lateral axis may still incur an increase in processing 
resources. In their Spatial Framework Theory, Franklin and Tversky (1990) argue that the 
lateral axis is cognitively challenging due to the lack of salient asymmetries between left 
and right. In contrast, gravity facilitates the distinction between above and below (vertical 
axis), and front and back (sagittal axis) of a body is perceptually and functionally 
asymmetric.  
However, the availability of orientational features alone does not fully account for the 
systematic preference of a reference frame over another. Languages (and their speakers) 
deal in different ways with other generic object features such as animacy, as will be 
discussed in forthcoming sections. Furthermore, even though chairs may not have a clearly 
assigned intrinsic right side, it is still not wrong to refer to a chair’s right, but the chosen 
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syntactic construction (to the chair’s right vs. to the right of the chair) may play a separate 
role when choosing a reference frame. The present study aims to clarify what speakers’ 
preferences might be in English and in Spanish. It specifically addresses the impact of 
animacy and syntactic construction on reference frame selection as potential generic factors 
that may systematically affect reference frame choices. In the following sections, we will 
first discuss reference frame choice more generally, and then take a closer look at the two 
main factors in our study, syntactic constructions and animacy. 
  
1.1. Spatial perspective choice: is there a default frame of reference? 
The literature offers conflicting views as to the existence of a default reference frame in 
English, and evidence for Spanish is sparse. The earlier literature started out with 
theoretical considerations based on limited empirical evidence; for instance, Miller and 
Johnson-Laird (1976) argued that English speakers tend to favour the intrinsic reference 
frame, and Carroll (1997) extrapolated a similar idea from some empirical findings. In 
contrast, Levelt (1989) and Levinson (2003) suggested that the speaker’s perspective is 
predominant in English, leading to a preference for the relative reference frame even when 
the object in question is not directly related to the speaker as relatum. In line with the latter 
view, Herrmann and Grabowski (1994) argued that listeners should assume that the speaker 
is using his or her own perspective unless otherwise specified. This is in accordance with 
studies suggesting that the cognitive effort of taking someone else’s perspective is greater 
than keeping one’s own (e.g., Nan, Li, Sun, Wang & Liu, 2016; von Wolff, 2001).  
However, based on an increasing body of evidence it has been repeatedly suggested that 
perspective choice is highly flexible and context-dependent and may vary relative to 
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different communicative needs (e.g., Schober, 1998; Tenbrink, 2007; Tversky, 1996), such 
as taking the addressee’s perspective to facilitate comprehension (Hund, Haney & Seanor, 
2008; Tversky, 1996). This is in line with the wider literature on different perspectives in 
discourse (e.g., Dancygier & Sweetser, 2012), which suggests that speakers are highly 
aware of different viewpoints and adjust their references accordingly. In this light, the idea 
of a default reference frame may need to be questioned altogether; instead, speakers may 
flexibly choose from the available repertory according to communicative purposes. 
Depending on the demands of the situation, they might switch perspectives. This generally 
happens implicitly, with no explicit signposting in language (Tversky, 1996).  
Bowerman (1996) suggested that children born in a particular linguistic and/or cultural 
context conceptualise space according to the requirements of their native language. This 
view is consistent with the Whorfian view (Whorf, 1956) that language, to some degree, 
determines thought (see Danziger, 2011; Levinson, 1996, 2003, for recent advocates of this 
view as applied to spatial cognition and spatial language). In particular, Danziger (1998) 
emphasised the need to consider the role that cultural and social factors play in the domain 
of spatial cognition. However, it may not always be clear whether the tendency to employ 
a certain reference frame under certain circumstances is due to some specific formal 
characteristics of the language in question, or to sociocultural factors that influence 
individual conceptualisation (Danziger, 1998; Talmy, 2000), or to the situational context 
itself (Vorwerg & Weiß, 2010). Generally, whenever linguistic constructions are not 
associated with specific reference frames (e.g., behind the car can be interpreted in more 
than one way), any patterns of preference in speakers of a language must be based on other 
influencing factors. In some cultures, specific environmental circumstances facilitate the 
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use of absolute reference frames, as in the case of expressions meaning ‘downhill’ and 
‘uphill’, which speakers ubiquitously use as directions in languages like Tzeltal (Brown & 
Levinson, 1993) and Gawwada (Tosco, 2012), or directions referring to the north and south 
banks of a local river as in Kuuk Thaayorre (Gaby, 2012).  
Situational, object-related, or linguistic factors can influence which reference frame the 
speaker may be employing. Keysar, Barr and Horton (1998) found that speakers tend to 
use their own perspective for the production of spatial instructions under time constraints, 
which suggests that the initial ‘instinct’ in the utterance-making process is egocentric. 
Somewhat contrarily, Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) suggested that interpretation of 
spatial descriptions depends primarily on the relatum’s features: if the object serving as 
relatum has intrinsic sides, the most likely interpretation is an intrinsic one and vice versa. 
In our study, we address the impact of object features (beyond the existence of intrinsic 
sides) by looking at different degrees and aspects of animacy (see Section 1.3), and 
additionally examine the potential effects of the different linguistic repertories in English 
and Spanish (see next section). 
 
1.2 Syntactic constructions in English and Spanish  
In English, there are two main ways to describe lateral static configurations: as a 
possessive construction involving the Saxon genitive (i.e. the ’s particle denoting 
possession, as in X is on Y’s left/right), and in a non-possessive way (X is to the left/right 
of Y). Some authors associate the possessive version primarily with an intrinsic reference 
frame, and claim that the non-possessive version is more likely to suggest a relative 
reference frame (Levelt, 1996; Levinson, 2003). Evidence for this view comes from 
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Robinette, Feist and Kalish (2010), who found that possessive constructions like the teacup 
to the teapot’s left triggered an intrinsic interpretation significantly more often than non-
possessive constructions such as the teacup to the left of the teapot, particularly when 
fronted relata (i.e. relata with an intrinsic front) were used. 
The motivation for comparing languages in the present study follows up on this 
linguistic factor. If different constructions lead to the preference of a specific reference 
frame, the availability of construction types in different languages should affect patterns of 
reference frame choice. We chose to compare reference frame selection in English with 
Spanish because of a decisive difference between these languages: Spanish lacks a 
possessive structure using the Saxon genitive, such as the English X is on Y’s left/right, to 
express possession. In Spanish, the most common construction is X está a la 
izquierda/derecha de Y (cf. Romo Simón, 2016), which corresponds to the English non-
possessive construction X is to the left/right of Y. Alternatively, the speaker may use a 
marked possessive construction, mainly for clarification in order to refer back to a 
previously mentioned relatum, as in Veo Y. X está a su izquierda/derecha (I see Y. X is on 
its left/right). This construction is superficially similar to the English possessive 
construction X is on Y’s left/right. Nonetheless, it must be noted that these are not 
equivalent expressions, as the Spanish version is only possible with a possessive adjective 
that refers back to a previously mentioned relatum, whereas the English construction can 
stand alone and use any kind of nominal phrase. This difference may prove to be decisive 
in reference frame choice, since research has suggested that the English possessive 
construction is often associated with the intrinsic reference frame (Robinette et al., 2010).  
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1.3. Animacy  
Feist and Gentner (2003: 394) defined animate objects as those “that are capable of self-
determination”, acknowledging that the definition may vary cross-linguistically. The role 
that animacy plays in the construction of different linguistic structures has received 
considerable interest in linguistic research and its impact has been widely acknowledged 
in a number of typologically unrelated languages (e.g., Bernárdez, 2016; Yamamoto, 
1999). For English, Rosenbach (2002, 2008) studied the relationship between animacy, 
word order, and grammatical variation concerning the Saxon genitive. Results indicate that 
animate possessors occur more often in pre-nominal genitive constructions (e.g., John’s 
house) than post-nominal genitive constructions (e.g., the house of John), whereas the 
opposite holds for inanimate objects. Since Spanish has no construction equivalent to the 
Saxon genitive, there cannot be any such effects for this language. Similarly, Feist and 
Gentner (2003) showed that having an animate relatum (e.g., a hand) supported the use of 
the preposition in rather than on to describe the position of the locatum. In Spanish, in 
contrast, the preposition en more or less covers all uses of in, on and at when these describe 
spatial relationships (for more extensive information on Spanish prepositions, see López, 
1998). 
Crucially, a study by Surtees, Noordzij and Apperly (2012) showed that English 
speakers from the age of eight onwards tended to consider the intrinsic frame more 
appropriate in scenes with a human relatum, but considered the relative frame more 
appropriate for non-human relata. However, their study was only concerned with the 
sagittal axis (i.e. front/back) and the non-possessive construction. The question thus arises 
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as to whether we can find a similar effect in lateral scenes with different linguistic 
constructions.  
To our knowledge, the impact of animacy on spatial language in Spanish has not been 
studied. Yet, various kinds of structures are affected by the presence of an animate entity 
in this language. For example, the preposition a (usually translated as to) is added to 
accusative constructions (which mark the direct object of a transitive verb, for example, 
him in the English Have you seen him?) when the direct object is a human (Torrego 
Salcedo, 1999) or an animal, although probably to a lesser extent for the latter. Thus, 
constructions like ¿Has visto mi monedero? (Have you seen my purse?) require the addition 
of a when the direct object is human, as in ¿Has visto a David? (Have you seen David?), 
or an animal, as in ¿Has visto al perro? (Have you seen the dog?; al results from combining 
the preposition a and the masculine singular definite article el). In English, in contrast, the 
presence of an animate direct object does not trigger any structural changes in accusative 
constructions. 
Thus, animacy plays a role in the choice of syntactic constructions in both languages, 
albeit in quite dissimilar ways, in areas relevant to spatial cognition and language. This 
motivates our hypothesis that animacy may affect reference frame selection in the two 
languages in different ways. 
 
1.4. The current study 
As outlined in the previous sections, there is evidence that both syntactic construction 
and animacy may affect reference frame choice in English and Spanish. However, there 
are still significant gaps. To our knowledge, there are no relevant data on Spanish reference 
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frame choices, little evidence on the actual effects of syntactic construction in English, and 
even less direct evidence on the effects of animacy. Moreover, in spite of indications that 
syntactic construction and animacy may be interrelated and interact in their effects on 
language use, there has been no previous attempt, to our knowledge, to disentangle these 
two factors. In our study, we address these gaps as follows. In two experiments, we address 
the impact of animacy on the interpretation of static lateral configurations in English and 
Spanish when dealing with non-possessive (i.e. X is to the left/right of Y) and possessive 
(i.e. X is on Y’s left/right) constructions. Along with this, we aim to gather empirical data 
to address the question of a preferred frame of reference in non-possessive static lateral 
configurations in English. The reviewed literature motivates the following hypotheses: 
 
1. Syntactic construction in English: Based on Levelt’s (1996) and Levinson’s (2003) 
claims, supported by Robinette et al.’s (2010) findings on inanimate relata, we 
hypothesise that English-speaking participants will prefer the relative frame of 
reference for the non-possessive construction. In line with Robinette et al.’s (2010) 
results, we hypothesise that participants will mainly activate an intrinsic frame of 
reference for the possessive construction. 
2. Animacy in English: Similar to results from Surtees et al. (2012) with frontal 
configurations in English, we expect that relata with a higher animacy level will 
decrease participants’ preference for the relative reference frame.  
3. Syntactic construction in Spanish: Since Spanish does not have two unmarked 
syntactic constructions to express attributive possession, we expect syntactic 
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construction to have less of an effect on reference frame selection in Spanish than 
in English.  
4. Animacy in Spanish: Animate and human relata in either linguistic construction (i.e. 
non-possessive or possessive) in Spanish may either (a) lead to a higher preference 
for the intrinsic reference frame as compared to inanimate relata, or (b) not 
influence reference frame choice. When presented with scenes with animate relata, 
Spanish speakers may (c) use the intrinsic frame of reference more often than 
English speakers, (d) use the relative frame of reference more often than English 
speakers, or (e) not show a distinctive tendency for either reference frame compared 
to English-speaking participants.  
 
Although we designed Experiment 1 (English) and Experiment 2 (Spanish) to be 
sufficiently similar to allow for data comparison across the two languages, we will first 
report them separately in order to address the impact of animacy and syntactic construction 
within each language. 
 
2. EXPERIMENT 1: ENGLISH 
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether linguistic construction and animacy of the 
relatum influence reference frame selection in English. 
 
2.1. Method 
2.1.1. Participants 
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A total of 22 (8 male; mean age = 33.64; SD = 13.92) native English speakers with little 
or no knowledge of Spanish participated in the study. Seven of the participants considered 
themselves to be fluent in a language other than Spanish. Participants were offered to enter 
a raffle to win a £30 gift voucher. 
 
2.1.2. Materials and procedure 
To assess the impact of animacy on the participants’ frame of reference choices, we 
developed an animacy scale based on Rosenbach’s scale of inanimate < animate < human 
(2008: 164). Importantly, the ‘inanimate’ category was further refined by adding two extra 
criteria that can easily –although not necessarily– relate to animate entities: sidedness and 
anthropomorphism. Thus, anthropomorphic inanimate objects were considered more 
animate than inanimate sided objects, which were in turn considered more animate than 
inanimate unsided objects. In sum, object types used as relatum were based on the four 
categorical criteria just mentioned: sidedness, anthropomorphism, animacy, and 
humanness. Combining these criteria yielded the five different object types shown in (3). 
We labelled the three inanimate object types as unsided, sided, and anthropomorphic based 
on the additional criteria mentioned above. The object type labels animate and human 
follow Rosenbach (2008). The five object types can be grouped in the following chain from 
least (unsided) to most (human) human-like:  
 
(3)  Object types used in the current study:  
unsided: – sides, – anthropomorphic, – animate, – human (e.g., a vase) 
sided: + sides, – anthropomorphic, – animate, – human (e.g., a car) 
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anthropomorphic: + sides, + anthropomorphic, – animate, – human (e.g., a statue) 
animate: + sides, – anthropomorphic, + animate, – human (e.g., a dog) 
human: + sides, + anthropomorphic, + animate, + human (e.g., a woman) 
 
Each of the five object types comprised six different objects, for a total of 30 objects. 
All picture stimuli (see examples in Figures 2a and 2b) showed a human avatar facing the 
front of an object, which served as relatum within the spatial scene. For consistency, all 
objects shown were photographs. Most objects used as relatum were adapted (i.e. cropped 
and resized) from freely accessible photos from Wikimedia Commons. The first author 
photographed the remaining objects. A table listing all the objects used as relatum is 
included in the Appendix. On both (lateral) sides of the relatum were blue circles 
representing two balls (A and B), which show the possible locations of the locatum. 
Next to the avatar was a speech bubble showing a spatial description using either a non-
possessive construction (e.g., I see a vase. The ball is to the right of the vase) or a possessive 
construction (e.g., I see a vase. The ball is on the vase’s right). While all object types were 
shown to all participants as a within-subjects factor, linguistic construction was a between-
subjects factor with half the participants experiencing only the non-possessive construction 
(non-possessive condition) and the other half only the possessive constructions (possessive 
condition). In both conditions, half of the instructions involved the use of left and right, 
respectively. Overall, the experiment had a 5 (within-subjects; object type) x 2 (between-
subjects; linguistic construction) design. 
In addition to the 30 target stimuli scenes, the experiment included 60 filler scenes that 
used the same type of instruction and linguistic construction as the target scenes, but 
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featured projective terms involving the frontal (e.g. behind) and vertical (e.g. above) axes. 
Thus, participants interpreted instructions such as I see a bucket. The ball is behind the 
bucket or I see a bucket. The ball is on the bucket’s back. Since these instructions were 
unambiguous in this scenario, they were not included in the analysis.  
 
[Insert Figure 2 here] 
 
The experiment was created using OpenSesame 2.9.6 (cf. Mathôt, Schreij & Theeuwes, 
2012). Prior to the actual experiment, participants filled in a questionnaire indicating their 
age, gender and knowledge of languages other than English. The main task for participants 
was to decide whether the locatum, i.e. the ball, was in location A or B (see Figure) as 
based on their interpretation of the spatial description presented in the speech bubble. To 
choose location A, they had to press key A (labelled A) and to choose location B, they had 
to press key L (labelled B) on the computer’s keyboard. To make sure they understood the 
task, participants received written and spoken instructions and completed one practice trial. 
Stimuli were presented in three blocks, each containing a set of 30 pictures, for a total of 
90 pictures. Each block comprised 10 target (2 per object type) and 20 filler scenes for each 
participant, in random order within a block. Participants were allowed to take a break 
between each of the blocks. 
The statistical analysis was carried out in R (R Core Team, 2019) using mixed logit 
models (cf. Baayen, 2008). These models are appropriate for binary response variables (i.e. 
intrinsic vs. relative frame of reference). Due to the relatively small number of participants 
in this and the following experiment, we checked whether we had sufficient amounts of 
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observations for all analyses. Specifically, mixed logit models require ten times as many 
observations or more of the less frequent kind as predictors in the model (Jaeger, 2011; see 
Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford & Feinstein, 1996, for simulations). Fewer 
observations of the less frequent kind may lead to overfitting, such that the model would 
describe the sample and would not allow generalisation to the population. All major 
analyses presented throughout the paper have sufficient numbers of observations of the less 
frequent kind (cf. Jaeger, 2011).  
The appropriate statistical models were determined through model comparisons (cf. 
Baayen, 2008). The full model included sentence construction (possessive vs. non-
possessive), object type (five levels from unsided to human) and the sentence construction 
by object type interaction as fixed effects (all centred and sum-coded) and participant and 
item as random effects. Random slopes for the within-subject factor object type were 
included for both participant and item (cf. Barr, Levy, Scheepers & Tily, 2013; Winter & 
Wieling, 2016). To check if the full fixed and random effects structures were needed, model 
comparisons were conducted. Fixed and random factors that did not reliably improve 
model fit were removed from the model. If a model did not converge, the random or fixed 
effects structure was simplified until the model converged. Data and R scripts for this paper 
are available at: https://osf.io/krzqd/?view_only=58ee6816cb6a480a9743823828bf36ac.  
 
2.2. Results 
We first investigated whether the object type and the sentence construction influenced 
reference frame choices. Figure 3 shows the relative frequency of intrinsic and relative 
frames of reference for the five different object types and the sentence construction 
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conditions. Participants in the non-possessive condition overwhelmingly chose the relative 
frame of reference (305 out of 330 relative responses: 92.42%), whereas participants in the 
possessive condition overwhelmingly chose the intrinsic frame of reference (318 out of 
330 intrinsic responses: 96.36%). In addition, the percentage of intrinsic responses 
increases as the degree of animacy rises, suggesting that object type seems to affect the 
choice of frame of reference, if only to a limited extent.  
 
[Insert Figure 3 here] 
 
The final statistical model1 included sentence construction and object type as fixed 
effects and no random effects. It showed a significant main effect of both sentence 
construction (logit estimate = 3.11; std. error = 0.22, z = 14.46, p < 0.001) and object type 
(logit estimate = 0.72; std. error = 0.2, z = 3.66, p < 0.001) on frame of reference choices. 
Thus, the possessive construction led to a substantial increase in intrinsic frame of 
reference choices compared to the non-possessive construction. Frame of reference choices 
also differed depending on object type. We conducted post-hoc tests using the emmeans 
package in R to determine for which particular object types the frame of reference choices 
differed reliably. Results only revealed significantly more intrinsic frame of reference 
choices for human compared to unsided relata (logit estimate = -2.17; std. error = 0.6, z = 
-3.64, p < 0.01), that is, only for the end points of our animacy continuum.  
As the final model includes no random effects, we report the marginal R2 value for 
generalized linear mixed effects models (R2GLMM; Johnson, 2014; Nakagawa & Schielzeth, 
                                                        
1 glm(RefFrame ~ ConstructionCS+RelatumTypeCS, data = Eng, family = 
binomial) 
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2013; Nakagawa, Johnson, & Schielzeth, 2017), which captures the variance explained by 
a model’s fixed factors, to gauge effect size. In addition, we report odds ratios (Baguley, 
2009). The marginal R2 value for the final statistical model above is 0.76, suggesting that 
about three quarters of the variance in reference frame selections can be explained through 
the fixed factors sentence construction and object type. Odds ratios were calculated from 
the final statistical model reported above, but using treatment coding. The odds of choosing 
the relative frame of reference for the non-possessive construction are 508.45 times larger 
than for the possessive construction. The odds of choosing a relative frame of reference for 
unsided relata are 8.77 times larger than for human relata.  
 
2.3. Discussion 
In general, the results from Experiment 1 show that reference frame selection in English 
is affected more by the sentence construction (non-possessive or possessive) that the 
speaker uses than by the type of object used as relatum. Although there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between a reference frame and a specific construction, i.e. the reference 
frame distinction is not grammaticalised as such (Tenbrink, 2007), speakers seem to 
converge on very strong tendencies. The reason for this may partially lie in the 
experimental design: linguistic construction was a between-subject factor and participants 
may have a tendency to be consistent in an experimental setting with respect to their own 
reference frame choice (Vorwerg, 2009). While increased animacy did lead to an increase 
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in intrinsic reference frame use, this increase was only significant for the end points of our 
animacy continuum.  
Overall, our results are in line with our first hypothesis, which stated that participants 
would prefer a relative reference frame for the non-possessive construction and an intrinsic 
reference frame for the possessive construction. Thus, the results support Levelt’s (1996) 
and Levinson’s (2003) claim that non-possessive constructions involving lateral projective 
terms typically trigger the use of the relative frame of reference in English, whereas 
possessive constructions typically trigger the intrinsic frame of reference. This claim had 
found empirical support in Robinette et al.’s (2010) study, but our findings extend it insofar 
as we could determine that type of construction affected speakers’ choices far more than 
animacy did. Our results also contradict Miller and Johnson-Laird’s (1976) claim that the 
sidedness of the relatum plays a decisive role in favour of the intrinsic reference frame 
since we found no significant difference in frame of reference choices for unsided and sided 
relata.  
With respect to the non-possessive construction, Bateman, Hois, Ross and Tenbrink 
(2011) suggested that because of the inherent ambiguity in the construction, co-present 
interactants would benefit from agreeing on the perspective used. In this regard, our results 
indicate that listeners’ interpretations can be quite systematic, suggesting that 
disambiguation may not always be needed.  
In addition, our results add to those from Surtees et al. (2012), whose study showed that 
English speakers from the age of eight onwards tended to consider the intrinsic reference 
frame more appropriate for the non-possessive construction and a human relatum, and the 
relative reference frame for the non-possessive construction and a non-human relatum. 
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Since their approach only concerned the sagittal axis, the present study does not contradict 
their findings, but instead suggests that the pattern identified for static frontal 
configurations does not apply to static lateral ones. This may be related to the idiosyncrasy 
of the lateral axis and its specific complexity (Franklin & Tversky, 1990).  
 
3. EXPERIMENT 2: SPANISH 
In Experiment 2, we investigate the possible effect of linguistic construction and 
animacy of the relatum on reference frame selection in Spanish. 
 
3.1. Method 
3.1.1. Participants 
A total of 26 native Spanish speakers (19 male; mean age = 48.5; SD = 8.39) with little 
or no knowledge of English participated. One of the 26 participants reported to be fluent 
in a language other than English (which was not a criterion for exclusion). Two additional 
participants were excluded, one for misunderstanding the linguistic stimuli and one due to 
a learning difficulty. As before, participants were offered to enter a raffle to win a €30 gift 
voucher. 
 
3.1.2. Materials and procedure 
Experiment 2 employed the same materials and procedure as Experiment 1, except that 
the linguistic prompt in the speech bubble was presented in Spanish. Again, linguistic 
construction (possessive vs. non-possessive) was a between-subject factor, and object type 
(five levels from unsided to human) was a within-subject factor. Again, the visual stimuli 
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showed blue circles on both (lateral) sides of a relatum, which represented two balls (A 
and B) and indicated the possible locations of the locatum. Participants were asked to locate 
the ball according to their interpretation of descriptions like Veo una vasija. La pelota está 
a la derecha de la vasija (I see a vase. The ball is to the right of the vase) in the case of the 
non-possessive condition, and Veo una vasija. La pelota está a su derecha (I see a vase. 
The ball is to its right) in the case of the possessive condition.  
 
3.2. Results 
The data analysis followed the same structure as in Experiment 1. Thus, we first 
investigated whether object type and sentence construction influenced reference frame 
choices. Figure 4 shows the relative frequencies of intrinsic and relative reference frame 
choices for the five different object types and the two sentence construction conditions. 
The figure shows that participants in both the non-possessive condition and the possessive 
condition overall preferred the intrinsic over the relative frame of reference (65.90%, i.e. 
257 out of 390, intrinsic responses for the non-possessive condition and 93.03%, i.e. 307 
out of 330, intrinsic responses for the possessive condition). Thus, unlike the English-
speaking participants in Experiment 1, participants in this experiment numerically 
favoured the relative frame of reference for unsided and sided relata only, but preferred the 
intrinsic frame of reference for the other object types. Similar to the English-speaking 
participants in Experiment 1, participants in this experiment overwhelmingly chose the 
intrinsic frame of reference for the possessive construction.  
 
[Insert Figure 4 here] 
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The statistical analysis procedure for reference frame choices was the same as in 
Experiment 1. The final statistical model2 included sentence construction and object type 
as fixed effects and random slopes of object type for each participant in the random effects 
structure. The model showed a significant main effect of both sentence construction (logit 
estimate = 1.73; std. error = 0.6, z = 2.9, p < 0.01) and object type (logit estimate = 1.86; 
std. error = 0.42, z = 4.42, p < 0.001) on frame of reference choices. The reliable effect of 
sentence construction again reflects the fact that the possessive construction led to an 
increase in intrinsic frame of reference choices compared to the non-possessive 
construction. The reliable effect of object type shows that frame of reference choices 
differed depending on object type. Table 1 shows the results from post-hoc tests using the 
emmeans package in R to determine for which particular object types the frame of 
reference choices differed. The results show that both unsided and sided relata had 
significantly fewer intrinsic frame of reference choices than anthropomorphic, animate and 
human relata.  
 
[Insert Table 1 here] 
 
As the final model includes random intercepts and slopes, we report marginal and 
conditional R2 values for generalized linear mixed effects models (R2GLMM; Johnson, 2014; 
Nakagawa & Schielzeth, 2013; Nakagawa et al., 2017) to gauge effect sizes. As before, we 
also report odds ratios (Baguley, 2009). The marginal R2GLMM value for the final statistical 
model above, which captures the variance explained by the model’s fixed factors, is 0.35, 
                                                        
2 glmer(RefFrame ~ Construction+RelatumType + 
(1+RelatumType|Participant), data = Span, family = binomial) 
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suggesting that less than half of the variance in reference frame selections can be explained 
through the fixed factors sentence construction and object type. The conditional R2GLMM 
value for the final statistical model above, which captures the variance explained by the 
model’s fixed and random factors, is 0.79, suggesting that the random effects structure 
contributes about as much to the variance in reference frame selections as do the fixed 
effects.  
As in Experiment 1, we calculated odds ratios using the final statistical model and 
treatment coding. The odds of choosing the relative frame of reference for the non-
possessive construction are 34.27 times larger than for the possessive construction. The 
odds of choosing the relative frame of reference for unsided relata are 349.39 times larger 
than for human relata, 50.71 times larger than for animate relata, and 18.95 times larger 
than for anthropomorphic relata. 
 
3.3. Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2 show that both object type and sentence construction affect 
Spanish native speakers’ frame of reference choices. There was an overall preference for 
the intrinsic frame of reference, which was significantly stronger for the possessive 
construction than the non-possessive construction. Interestingly, in only two situations did 
participants show a numerical preference for the relative frame of reference, namely when 
the non-possessive construction was used and the relatum was unsided or sided. This is in 
line with Hypothesis 4a, which stated more relative reference frame choices for inanimate 
relata compared to animate and human relata as one of the possible outcomes. A direct 
visual comparison of the Spanish and English results suggests a considerably stronger 
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preference for intrinsic frame of reference choices for Spanish than English. This effect 
seems to be driven by the non-possessive construction, for which – in contrast to the 
possessive construction – native Spanish speakers selected an intrinsic frame of reference 
more frequently than native English speakers. To confirm this, we performed statistical 
analyses comparing data from both languages. 
 
3.4. Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2 
Our final analysis compares the results from Experiments 1 and 2 in order to address 
the cross-linguistic questions brought up in Sections 1.2. and 1.3. The experimental design 
was sufficiently similar for the data to be compared, as the visual prompts (i.e. object types) 
were identical and the linguistic constructions were as similar as the linguistic repertory of 
both languages permits.   
The statistical analysis was the same as before, except that Language (English vs. 
Spanish) was added as a factor to the fixed effects structure. Model comparison for this 
omnibus analysis was done as described above. The final model3 revealed a reliable main 
effect of sentence construction (logit estimate = 2.64; std. error = 0.34, z = 7.77, p < 0.001) 
with significantly more intrinsic frame choices overall for the possessive compared to the 
non-possessive construction. There was also a significant main effect of object type (logit 
estimate = 1.19; std. error = 0.13, z = 8.91, p < 0.001), which we will not explore further. 
Finally, there was a main effect of language (logit estimate = 1.18; std. error = 0.33, z = 
                                                        
3 glmer(RefFrame ~ ConstructionCS + RelatumTypeCS + LanguageCS + 
ConstructionCS:LanguageCS + RelatumTypeCS:LanguageCS + (1|Participant), 
data = EngSpan, family = binomial) 
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3.63, p < 0.001) with significantly more intrinsic reference frame choices for Spanish 
compared to English (the proposed outcome in Hypothesis 4c).  
In addition to these main effects, there were significant interactions of sentence 
construction and language (logit estimate = -1.2; std. error = 0.33, z = -3.64, p < 0.001) and 
object type and language (logit estimate = 0.41; std. error = 0.13, z = 3.04, p < 0.01). To 
explore the sentence construction by language interaction, separate models were fit for the 
possessive construction and the non-possessive construction. Both models included object 
type and language as well as their interaction as fixed effects. Model comparison was done 
as above. Of interest for this section are effects involving the factor language.  
The final model for the non-possessive construction4 showed a main effect of object 
type (logit estimate = 1.2; std. error = 0.16, z = 7.55, p < 0.001) as well as a main effect of 
language (logit estimate = 2.43; std. error = 0.54, z = 4.53, p < 0.001). The latter effect 
shows that native Spanish speakers selected the intrinsic frame of reference significantly 
more frequently than native English speakers for the non-possessive construction. In 
addition, there was a reliable object type by language interaction for the non-possessive 
construction (logit estimate = 0.55; std. error = 0.16, z = 3.44, p < 0.001), just as in the 
omnibus analysis above.  
The final model for the possessive construction5 showed only a reliable main effect of 
object type (logit estimate = 1.2; std. error = 0.25, z = -4.77, p < 0.001), but included no 
fixed effects involving language. There were thus similar numbers of relative and intrinsic 
frame of reference choices across the two languages for the possessive construction. In 
                                                        
4 glmer(RefFrame ~ RelatumTypeCS*LanguageCS + (1|Participant), data = 
non, family = binomial) 
5 glmer(RefFrame ~ RelatumTypeCS + (1|Participant),  data = poss, family 
= binomial) 
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particular, both native English and native Spanish participants overwhelmingly selected 
the intrinsic frame of reference for the possessive construction. 
The object type by language interaction from the omnibus analysis reflects the fact that 
animacy affected reference frame selections GRADUALLY in English, with significantly 
more intrinsic reference frame choices only for human compared to unsided relata (i.e. the 
end points of the animacy continuum), but CATEGORICALLY in Spanish, with significantly 
more intrinsic reference frame choices for anthropomorphic, animate and human relata 
compared to unsided and sided relata. 
 
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Across two experiments, adult participants interpreted spatial descriptions concerning 
which side (left or right) an object (locatum) was located relative to another object 
(relatum). Results revealed systematic patterns of reference frame selection, with striking 
differences between English and Spanish. Although there was a significant object type 
effect in both languages, the patterns we see in the post-hoc tests for object type are 
different. In English, there is a very slight and gradual increase in intrinsic choices as 
animacy increases, but only the end points of this continuum (unsided and human relata) 
differ significantly from one another. In contrast, in Spanish, there is no gradual increase 
of intrinsic choices as animacy increases. Instead, there is a categorical distinction such 
that unsided and sided relata differ reliably from anthropomorphic, animate, and human 
relata. In addition, the experiments show that the intrinsic frame of reference is 
predominant when a possessive construction is employed, both in English and in Spanish. 
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However, Spanish speakers choose the intrinsic reference frame more often than English 
speakers do when a non-possessive construction is used.  
Thus, the results open up promising avenues for research on factors guiding reference 
frame choice. On one hand, our English data support the claim that choice of grammatical 
construction can make people think differently about spatial scenes. Specifically, our 
results show that when different linguistic constructions are available in the linguistic 
repertory, these constructions can relate to different reference frames, as Levinson (2003) 
suggests. On the other hand, our cross-linguistic results highlight the connection between 
the speakers’ mother tongue and spatial cognition, and suggest that analogous 
constructions (i.e. the non-possessive construction) in different languages can trigger 
different conceptualisations. In the following, we take a closer look at each of our main 
results and compare the results for English and Spanish. 
 
4.1. Comparative analysis: English and Spanish  
Both languages show very similar patterns regarding the possessive construction, with 
a clear preference for intrinsic frame of reference choices for all object types. With the non-
possessive construction, in contrast, English speakers clearly preferred the relative frame 
of reference for all object types, while Spanish speakers showed a less clear preference for 
one reference frame over the other and numerically preferred the intrinsic frame of 
reference, except for unsided and sided relata. The latter may be related to the concept of 
a body, as Spanish speakers showed a stronger preference for the intrinsic frame of 
reference when interpreting non-possessive constructions in static lateral scenes that 
involved a relatum with a body compared to relata without a body. In contrast, English 
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speakers did not make this distinction, but overwhelmingly interpreted non-possessive 
constructions to indicate a relative reference frame. Tversky (2005) suggested that bodies 
constitute a special sort of object within a spatial description because they are experienced 
both from the inside and from the outside. Bodies are also an essential condition for 
animacy, since animate objects can typically control their body at will under normal 
circumstances. Therefore, Tversky’s (2005) suggestion that bodies constitute a special sort 
of object aligns well with the reference frame choices we found for Spanish, but not for 
English. 
This begs the question of why such a difference is registered in two typologically similar 
languages. As Talmy (2000) points out, identifying the factors driving reference frame 
choice is a difficult task given that employing a certain reference frame might be due to 
linguistic reasons (i.e. specific formal characteristics of the language) or factors determined 
by the speaker’s environment (cultural, situational, or other). In the following, we argue 
that it is precisely the interaction of both linguistic and non-linguistic factors that may cause 
the identified patterns. This is because languages (and their speakers) generally deal with 
factors such as object properties (which are relevant in specific situations) in different 
ways. 
 
4.2. Language-specific differences: the syntactic repertory 
In studies by Rosenbach (2002, 2008), the use of animate entities was linked with the 
prenominal genitive construction in English (e.g., the dog’s leg), which relates to the 
possessive construction in spatial descriptions. That is, when the idea of possession is 
applied to an animate possessor, the English language encourages the use of the Saxon 
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genitive. Since Spanish lacks such a construction, we argue, the use of an animate or 
animate-like object functioning as relatum enables the attribution of ‘possessive power’ to 
this object, which – as a corollary – triggers the use of the intrinsic reference frame 
(possibly as an effect of what is known as inalienability, see Section 4.3). Thus, both 
English and Spanish are affected by the presence of animate entities in linguistic 
expressions, including spatial descriptions. The dissimilarities found between English and 
Spanish partly reside in the fact that the former has two unmarked syntactic alternatives to 
express attributive possession, whereas the latter has only one (the non-possessive 
construction). Therefore, the effect of animacy is more salient in Spanish when construing 
static lateral relationships, because its repertory encourages the use of one syntactic 
construction. In English, on the contrary, the availability of two unmarked linguistic 
alternatives to encode spatial information prevents a salient effect, as animacy typically 
relates to the possessive construction in that possessive relations with an animate possessor 
are more liable to be coded through the Saxon genitive, as Rosenbach (2002, 2008) pointed 
out.  
 
4.3. Language-specific differences: the impact of inalienable possession 
 The preference in Spanish for an intrinsic interpretation overall and the significantly 
stronger preference for the intrinsic interpretation for relata with a body (i.e. 
anthropomorphic, animate and human) compared to without (i.e. unsided and sided) may 
be due to a specific notion widely acknowledged in the literature: inalienable possession 
(Kliffer, 1983; Lamiroy, 2003). This type of possession features an inherent connection 
between the possessor (the entity that owns another entity) and the possessum (the entity 
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owned by another entity; e.g., Nieuwenhuijsen, 2008), where the possessum is conceived 
of as being inseparable from the possessor (Heine, 1997). In contrast, alienable possession 
involves possessor-possessum relationships that are relatively more separable (e.g. a tourist 
and his or her suitcase). Importantly,  inalienable possession may trigger syntactic 
variations, which differ across languages depending on how much of an impact 
inalienability has on the language in question. Consider the examples in (4) and (5) from 
English and Spanish, respectively:  
 
(4) David lost his leg in an accident 
(5) David perd-ió   la   pierna en un accidente 
David lose-3PS-PAST the leg  in an accident 
‘David lost his leg in an accident’ 
 
 While English requires the use of a possessive marker, Spanish does not. Replacing the 
definite article with a possessive marker would be grammatical, but marked and redundant 
in Spanish. In example (5), the possessum pierna (‘leg’) cannot be separated (i.e. alienated) 
from its possessor (David). As a consequence, pierna is preceded by a definite article la 
(‘the’) instead of the possessive marker su (‘his/her’). As the part-whole possessive 
relationship between David and pierna is unmistakable, the possessive relationship is 
conveyed without a possessive marker. Importantly, inalienability does not have the same 
impact on all languages and in the same way, as what can be considered inalienable varies 
across languages (Heine, 1997). In particular, the impact of inalienable possession on 
linguistic constructions appears to be greater in Spanish than in English (Lamiroy, 2003) 
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and overall greater in Romance languages than in Germanic languages (Nieuwenhuijsen, 
2008). 
It is worth noting that some elements are more liable to feature an inalienable 
relationship between possessor and possessum than others. Traditionally, kinship terms and 
body parts have been analysed as prototypical instances of inalienable possessions (e.g., 
Barker, 1991; Heine, 1997). This can be explained in terms of conceptual distance, a notion 
that has been deemed crucial for inalienable possession (Chappell & McGregor, 1989). 
Thus, conceptually proximal entities are liable to encode inalienable possessive 
relationships, whereas conceptually distant ones typically encode alienable relations. 
According to Velázquez-Castillo (1996: 36), the conceptual distance between possessor 
and possessum is partly defined by the “degree of permanency” of the latter. That is, the 
more permanent a possessum is with respect to its possessor, the more inalienable the 
relationship is. Since projective terms (e.g. left, front…) typically emanate from body parts, 
and these have a high degree of permanency, it is not surprising that concepts evoking 
spatial relations have frequently been considered examples of inalienable possessions.  
Of particular relevance is the work by Devylder (2018) on Paamese, an Austronesian 
language spoken in Vanuatu. Based on empirical research in the field of psychology and 
perception (e.g. De Vignemont, 2017), Devylder argues that the conceptual distance a 
possessor perceives between them and a particular body part is smaller for those body parts 
that they can control and direct. That is, certain body parts, like the limbs or the head, are 
conceived of as more proximal than others, like internal organs. The distinction is mainly, 
albeit not exclusively, dependent on the degree of agency of the possessors (humans) over 
the possessa (their body parts). Importantly, his study shows a correspondence between 
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conceptually proximal body parts and inalienable structures in Paamese, although the 
author points out that this distinction holds both overtly and/or covertly for many other 
languages, including English. Again, given that projective terms typically emanate from 
conceptually proximal body parts, the link between spatial terms and inalienability appears 
difficult to dispute. In fact, spatial terms have been included on various hierarchies of 
inalienability (e.g., Chappell & McGregor, 1996; Lichtenberk, Vaid & Chen, 2011; 
Nichols, 1992) and, in some languages, they are even more prominent than kin and 
bodyparts, as in the case of Mandarin (Chappell & Thompson, 1992) or Ewe (Ameka, 
1996). 
We suggest that Spanish is another language where inalienability plays a crucial role for 
encoding spatial scenes. Specifically, animate-like relata may prompt the use of the 
intrinsic frame of reference in static lateral configurations because the lateral side 
expressed by the projective term (i.e. left or right) is understood as an inherent and 
inalienable element of the relatum when it has animate-like attributes. Hence, both 
projective terms izquierda (‘left’) and derecha (‘right’) belong to the relatum rather than 
to the observers. For example, in the spatial description La pelota está a la izquierda de 
David (The ball is to the left of David) the projective term left is conceived of as inherent 
to the animate relatum, David, and therefore belongs primarily to him, and not to the 
speaker. Consequently, this spatial description triggers the activation of the intrinsic frame 
of reference instead of the relative one. The same, we argue, holds for relata in our 
anthropomorphic and animate categories, since these object types also possess a body. For 
the non-possessive construction, Spanish speakers show a significantly stronger preference 
for their own perspective (in a relative reference frame) when the relatum is neither human, 
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animate nor anthropomorphic, i.e. when the relatum is an entity that is not typically 
conceived of as something that can possess anything. For example, cars and vases typically 
do not possess anything. In contrast, there is no such distinction in English because the 
impact of inalienable possession is not as important as in Spanish. 
The differences that we have identified between Spanish and English in this and the 
previous sections highlight the intricate interplay between the languages we speak and the 
conceptual patterns we express (such as reference frames). While language, as seen in our 
study, may not strictly determine conceptual patterns, we can indeed identify strong 
preferences for a particular reference frame and relate them back to the grammatical 
resources of the languages, along with animacy. This contributes to the ongoing debates 
on linguistic relativity, and offers a chance to further explore the degree to which speakers 
are influenced by their native language.  
For instance, the current result opens up an exciting scope for studies exploring 
reference frame selection in bilingual speakers. Recently, Meakins, Jones and Algy (2016) 
found an increase in relative frame choices in speakers of Gurindji who attended tertiary-
level education in English. Earlier contributions suggested bilingualism as a possible factor 
affecting perspective switches in speakers of various languages (e.g., Eggleston, Benedicto 
& Balna, 2011, Hernández-Green, Palancar & Hernández, 2011; Levinson, 2003; Polian 
& Bohnemeyer, 2011; Romero Méndez, 2011), but did not address this issue directly. 
However, various authors (e.g., Kleiner, 2004; O’Meara, 2011; Pérez-Báez, 2011) 
explicitly point to the need for assessing the role of bilingualism in reference frame 
selection. Studying the effects of this specific discrepancy in Spanish-English bilinguals 
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would thus allow for addressing the question of linguistic relativity from a new angle, as 
the interplay between linguistic and cognitive aspects is particularly neat in this case. 
 
5. Conclusion 
Interpretations of spatial descriptions for lateral static configurations in English and in 
Spanish are affected by syntactic construction and by animacy, although in different ways. 
This study sheds light on the question of what factors drive the preference for one reference 
frame over another in English and Spanish. Based on our results, we propose that the 
overall preference for the intrinsic frame observed in Spanish in our setting is in large part 
due to the notion of inalienable possession. Only when the relatum was not a typical or 
possible possessor, and thus not easily conceived of as an inherent and inalienable part of 
the relatum, did Spanish speakers tend to abandon their preference for the intrinsic frame 
of reference and show a significant increase in using their own perspective. In contrast, 
English speakers selected reference frames primarily on the basis of syntactic construction, 
suggesting that the grammatical construction made English speakers think differently about 
spatial scenes. This was perhaps facilitated by the fact that both constructions are unmarked 
in English, contrasting with Spanish. The concept of inalienable possession does not seem 
to be as influential in English as it is in Spanish. Instead, if speakers wish to signify a 
possessive relationship, they can do so by virtue of the possessive construction. Thus, the 
linguistic features described in the previous section and the differing impact of inalienable 
possession work together to cause a distinct pattern across the two languages.  
Our study hence sheds light on the impact that animacy and construction type might 
have on spatial interpretations. Further research can complement the present paper by 
approaching the impact of animacy on static lateral scenes in different languages. 
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Specifically, analyses focussing on either Germanic or Romance languages will serve to 
enhance the account of the tendencies described in this article. Finally, future research 
should also address how Spanish-English bilinguals construe frames of reference in their 
two languages. Studies of this kind would shed light on the linguistic relativity debate and 
would provide insight into spatial cognition in bilingual minds. 
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APPENDIX 
 
List of objects used as relatum in target scenes 
Object type  Relatum Target side indicated by 
the stimulus 
unsided Tree Left 
Rock Left 
Table Left 
Bottle Right 
Barrel Right 
Vase Right 
sided 
 
Tractor Left 
TV Left 
Car Left 
Motorbike Right 
Chair Right 
Bike Right 
anthropomorphic Robot Left 
Gnome Left 
Sculpture Left 
Scarecrow Right 
Mannequin Right 
Statue Right 
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animate Sheep Left 
Cow Left 
Eagle Left 
Gorilla Right 
Cobra  Right 
Dog Right 
human Man 1 (Daniel) Left 
Woman 1 (Emma) Left 
Man 2 (David) Left 
Woman 2 (Julia) Right 
Man 3 (Samuel) Right 
Woman 3 (Laura) Right 
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LIST OF FIGURES  
Figure 1  
 
Figure 1: Schematic interpretation of speaker-based perspective choice (relative 
reference frame; left) and relatum-based perspective choice (intrinsic reference 
frame; right) for descriptions like (1) and (2). SP = speaker; LI = listener; L = 
Locatum; REL = Relatum; grey arrow = relatum’s intrinsic direction (front); white arrow 
= speaker’s and listener’s view direction. 
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Figure 2 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Example of a target stimulus item presented in Experiment 1 (top: non-
possessive condition; bottom: possessive condition).  
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Figure 3 
 
Figure 3: Experiment 1, reference frame choice in English: percentage of responses 
using a relative vs. intrinsic frame of reference depending on the object type for the 
non-possessive (non) and possessive (poss) conditions. The numbers below the bars 
represent percentage of relative frame choices. 
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Figure 4 
 
Figure 4: Experiment 2, reference frame choice in Spanish: percentage of responses 
using a relative vs. intrinsic frame of reference depending on the object type for the 
non-possessive (non) and possessive (poss) conditions. The numbers below the bars 
represent percentage of relative frame choices. 
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LIST OF TABLES 
Table 1 
Comparison logit estimate std. error z value t value 
unsided – anthropomorphic  -2.94 0.77 -3.81 < 0.01 
unsided – animate  -3.93 1.12 -3.49 < 0.01 
unsided – human  -5.86 1.61 -3.63 < 0.01 
sided – anthropomorphic  -2.19 0.59 -3.69 < 0.01 
sided – animate  -3.17 0.93 -3.41 < 0.01 
sided – human  -5.1 1.43 -3.57 < 0.01 
Table 1: Statistically significant results from post-hoc tests using the emmeans 
package in R. 
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LIST OF FOOTNOTES 
 
1 - glm(RefFrame ~ ConstructionCS+RelatumTypeCS, data = Eng, family = 
binomial) 
2- glmer(RefFrame ~ Construction+RelatumType + 
(1+RelatumType|Participant), data = Span, family = binomial) 
3 - glmer(RefFrame ~ ConstructionCS + RelatumTypeCS + LanguageCS + 
ConstructionCS:LanguageCS + RelatumTypeCS:LanguageCS + (1|Participant), 
data = EngSpan, family = binomial) 
4 - glmer(RefFrame ~ RelatumTypeCS*LanguageCS + (1|Participant), data = 
non, family = binomial) 
5 - glmer(RefFrame ~ RelatumTypeCS + (1|Participant),  data = poss, 
family = binomial) 
 
